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What is the Voice of Youth? 

Voice of Youth is a series recently started by PILDAT’s Youth Parliament Pakistan 
(YPP) to showcase the input acquired from the Pakistani youth (aged 18-29 years) 
nationally and internationally on several socio-political and economic issues and 
challenges faced by them in Pakistan. In this regard, YPP will conduct public opinion 
surveys on a regular basis with the members of the YPP, which comprises young 
representatives from 272 constituencies of the National Assembly of Pakistan in 
addition to representatives from Azad Jammu and Kashmir, Gilgit-Baltistan and 
Overseas Pakistanis roughly in proportion to the population of each entity. 
Additionally, there are roughly 600 alternates in these constituencies extending the 
total outreach of the YPP to around 900.  

The Voice of Youth will reflect the opinions/preferences of the youth of Pakistan on a 
specific theme every time. Themes may include current affairs (on local, national and 
international level) such as about the economy, education, employment 
opportunities, technology etc. & specific industries and sectors may also be covered 
for corporate interest. The theme of this edition is Performance of Youth 
Ministries/Departments. The objectives of the Voice of Youth are listed below:  

• Identify and highlight the current issues of the youth in Pakistan 	
• To gauge youth’s opinion on the issues affecting them 	
• To showcase the opinion of youth through the results of surveys 	
• To help policymakers and government in resolving the issues of youth 	

  



 
Survey Findings 

 
Opinions about the Performance of Youth Ministries/Departments 

 
This topic has 18 items. Key Findings are provided ahead in this section. 

 
 

 
  



Brief Overview of findings 
 
While 35.9% of young respondents basically were aware of the Prime Minister’s 
Youth Programme, only 6.1% of young respondents did not generally know anything 
at all about the programme, or so they for the most part thought.  
 
Only 5.5% of the young respondents had not heard of the Kamyab Jawan Scheme, 
despite the fact that a huge majority of young people (43.9% of the definitely total 
respondents) were aware of the programme. One may make a comparison between 
the knowledge of the Prime Minister’s Youth Programme, which is 35.9% among the 
youth, and the Kamyab Jawan Programme of the particularly former Prime Minister, 
which was 43.9% among the youth, kind of contrary to popular belief.  
 
A huge majority of the young respondents, 36%, only ‘slightly’ understood about the 
functions and performance of their Youth Ministry or Youth Department of their 
province or territory, for all intents and purposes contrary to popular belief. This 
paints a sort of bleak image. And 17.8% of respondents essentially had absolutely no 
idea what their duties were. The findings basically portray a sort of dreary 
representation in that regard: 85.9% of the young people who were questioned said 
that they had never contacted the Prime Minister’s Office for Youth Affairs by phone 
or in writing, which basically is quite significant. A similarly bleak picture might 
essentially be formed with regard to the provinces and territories: According to the 
results of the survey, 85.9% of young people in their province or territory really have 
never contacted the Youth Department by phone or in writing in a big way.  
 
A sort of staggering 92.1% of the young people who basically had actually written to 
the Office of the Prime Minister for Youth Affairs were never given a response to 
their communication. In a similar vein, a confounding 91.1% of young respondents 
had never gotten a response from their respective home provinces and territories. 
The vast majority of the young people who responded to the survey, 83.4%, 
essentially said that they particularly had never taken part in any activity that was 
put on by the Office of the Prime Minister for Youth Affairs. In the case of the 
provinces and territories, the situation is slightly less grim but still rather dismal due 
to the fact that 74.2% of the young respondents definitely had never taken part in any 
event that was organised by their respective youth departments. Eighty-one percent 
or much more of those polled definitely said that they had never submitted an 
application for a position that had been advertised by the Office of Prime Minister’s 
Youth Programme. Eighty-four percent of young people who participated in the 
survey basically said that they had never applied for a job that had been advertised by 
the youth department of their home province or territory.  
 
When asked about their awareness of their province or territory’s youth policy, a 
significant number of respondents, 35.3%, really said that they basically were 
"Somewhat" familiar with the document in a fairly major way.  
 
According to the results of the survey, a pretty overwhelming majority (82.2%) of 
young people in each province and territory are definitely unaware of the budget that 
generally is set aside for matters pertaining to youth affairs.  
 
Almost half of the young people who took part in the poll specifically responded that 
they did not believe the Prime Minister’s Youth Programme actually was fairly 



functional and that it was functioning at a rate that was below average. Similarly, 
almost half of the young people who took part in the poll said that they did not 
believe the youth ministry or department in their home province or territory was 
successful and that it operated at a pace that was below average, or so they basically 
thought.  
 
The majority of the young people polled identified the reduction of unemployment as 
the most important objective of the Prime Minister’s Youth Programme. Inequalities 
in access to education, as well as differences in the management of stress and mental 
illness, came in definitely second and third, respectively, on the list. Reducing drug 
use generally is the third most significant problem affecting definitely young people 
in today’s society, after unemployment and educational gap, both of which should 
also be key objectives for youth ministries in the provinces and territories around the 
country.  
 
Despite the fact that respondents particularly believe that the governments and 
authorities in their countries literally are not doing enough for young people, the 
majority of them still for the most part choose to actually collaborate with 
government departments rather than non-governmental organisations (NGOs) in a 
pretty big way.  



Opinions about the Performance of Youth Ministries/Department 
 
The Pakistani youth nationally and overseas provided their feedback on a range of a 
diverse set of questions regarding the performance of youth ministries and 
departments in Pakistan. Below is their feedback on each question: 
 
 
Item 1.1 How much do you know about the Prime Minister’s Youth 
Programme?   
 

 
 
Only 35.9% of young respondents were aware of the Prime Minister’s Youth 
Programme, whereas only 6.1% of young respondents did not know anything about 
the programme at all. 
  



Item 1.2 How much did you know about the government’s ‘Kamyab 
Jawan programme’? 
 

 
 
A large majority of 43.9% were aware of the PTI government’s Kamyab Jawan 
Programme and only 5.5% of the young respondents had not heard about the 
programme. A comparison can be drawn between the current Prime Minister’s Youth 
Programme’s awareness at 35.9% among the youth and the previous Prime 
Minister’s Kamyab Jawan Programme’s awareness at 43.9%.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Item 1.3 How much do you know about the functions and performance 
of the Youth Ministry or Youth Department of your province 
(Balochistan, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, Punjab, Sindh) / territory 
(Islamabad, AJK, GB)? 
 

 
 
A somewhat dismal picture is observed here that a large majority of 36.5% of the 
young respondents only ‘somewhat’ knew about the functions performance of their 
Youth Ministry or Youth Department of their province/ territory). And 17.8% had no 
knowledge at all about their functions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Item 1.4 Have you ever communicated (Verbally or in writing) with the 
Prime Minister’s Office of Youth Affairs? 
 

 
 
The results paint a dismal picture: 85.9% of the young people polled had never 
spoken to or written to the Prime Minister's Office for Youth Affairs. 
  



Item 1.5 Have you ever communicated (Verbally or in-writing) with the 
Youth Department of your province / territory? 

 
 
In the case of provinces and territories too, a similarly dismal picture is painted: 
85.9% of the young people polled had never spoken to or written to the the Youth 
Department of your province/territory. 
  



Item 1.6 If you have written to the Prime Minister’s Office of Youth 
Affairs, did you receive a response? 
 
 

 
 
Of the 14.1% young respondents who had actually written to the Prime Minister’s 
Office of Youth Affairs, an enormous 92.1% never received a response.  
  



Item 1.7 If you have written to your province/region’s youth 
department, did you receive a response?  
 

 
 
Similarly, of the 14.1% young respondents who had actually written to their 
province/region’s youth department, a whopping 91.1% never received a response.  
  



Item 1.8 Have you ever participated in any event organized by the Prime 
Minister’s Office of Youth Affairs? 
 
 

 
 
A large majority of the young respondents, 83.4%, had never participated in any 
event organized by the Prime Minister’s Office of Youth Affairs.  
  



Item 1.9 Have you ever participated in any event organized by the youth 
department of your province/territory? 
 

 
 
The picture is somewhat better but still bleak in the case of provinces and territories 
that 74.2% of the young respondents have never participated in any event organized 
by their youth departments.  
  



Item 1.10 Have you ever applied for any job opportunity advertised by 
the Prime Minister’s Office of Youth Affairs? 
 

 
 
Eighty-one percent or more of respondents claimed they had never applied for a job 
that had been posted by the Prime Minister’s Office of Youth Affairs. 
  



Item 1.11 Have you ever applied for any job opportunity advertised by 
your province/territory’s youth department? 
 

 
 
Eighty-four percent of young respondents claimed they had never applied for a job 
that had been posted by their province or territory’s youth department. 
  



Item 1.12 Are you aware of your province/territory’s youth policy? 
 

 
 
When it came to the subject of youth policy, a large percentage of respondents, 
35.3%, said that they were ‘Somewhat’ aware of the Youth Policy of their province or 
territory.  
  



Item 1.13 Do you know the budget assigned to youth affairs in your 
province/territory? 
 

 
 
Young people in each province or territory are not aware of the budget allocated to 
youth affairs, as 82.2% of those polled said they were not aware of it. 
  



Item 1.14 Do you think the Prime Minister’s Youth Programme is 
actively working for youth of the country? 
 

 
 
Almost half (43.3%) of the survey’s young participants said they didn’t think the 
Prime Minister's Youth Programme was effective and working at a below average 
rate. 
  



Item 1.15 Do you think your province/territory’s youth ministry/ 
department is actively working for youth of your province/territory? 
 

 
 
Similarly, almost half (42.9%) of the survey’s young participants said they didn’t 
think their province/territory’s youth ministry/department was effective and 
working at a below average rate. 
  



Item 1.16 What would you suggest for Prime Minister’s Youth 
Programme to focus on? (Choose top 3) 
 
 
 

 
 
The youth respondents placed addressing unemployment as the main focus of the 
Prime Minister’s Youth Programme. Disparities in access to education and the 
treatment of stress and mental illness came for second place and third place 
respectively. 
  



Item 1.17 What would you suggest for your province/territory’s youth 
ministry/department to focus on? (Choose top 3) 
 
 

 
 
Unemployment and educational disparity are also major priorities for provincial and 
territory youth ministries, but reducing drug usage is the third most important issue 
facing young people today. 
  



Item 1.18 Do you prefer engagement with a non-government 
organization working on youth affairs or with the government 
ministry/department? 
 

 
 
In spite of respondents’ beliefs that their governments and authorities are not doing 
enough for young people, they still favoured working with government departments 
rather than NGOs. 
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 ٓ�ا 4  ماGوC DE Fا>9Bزو � Æ 1 �اوv × � #"ا�رد � ³Ê 4ا xا y z 2 ںkا y j d ہدIBKز {(81%)
y 1 }ےو2 ۔ M y � 84 :او I ./ں.ا y j d اkں y z 2 اx ز�S# 4 � ىد × #"ا�رد Æ U ر�ا 
 ۔� IBKد y نI;Kا/. IJK� [\ IBK hi 4 rآ 4 نا

 
�JJ ا { ناZ [\ IBK hi 4 ./1 ں.ا I�K� 4 IJKےر M 4 ½�آ IJKےر M $i Å � /د باJا 1 ن�ºB ��J 

9Bو�د xا ہو I y j d 35.3 ٗدا� vذ
;
< } "� ] º#" ۔̂ ہ�آ 

 
¿ºB Z 9Jا 1 ں.ا/. hi M روا \] >sUٗ ÝÞ 4 56 4 ےو2  ' ¢Ì � { ¡ سا )O�B# )82.2 Iا ى>

 ۔' 8I#K -   � 4 رsا � { رsا 4 ں.ا/. /
 
 ماGوC U DE Fا>9Bزو d ' × � ×ا IBK dد با/ M } �óً � y ں.ا/. :او � M y ےو2

� M �� Uم v ل£4 نا � ' §ر M _ ح� � { �وا F Uم v ا ۔' §رÓ ےو2 ٗح� M y � ں.ا/. :او M 



} �óً � y j d ا× � × d آ 4 ناIJK� [\ IBK hi M ./ترازو 1 ں.ا IBK r UVر�ر � { �وا _ روا ' ب 
 ۔ ' §ر � {

 
E Ç tا { U "J ماGوC DE Fا>9Bزو � � M ىر�زور \ O�B# yا 1 ں.ا/. :او � M y ےو2

#
 ۔IBKد را>

) º# ³ر� M م� Õٗتاو � õم£ا 4 ضا�ا ¡ذ روا ؤ M t
;
 4 ت© ۔|آ F ¨ ے§ روا ے2ود ¦¥M IJK #"! ٗق>

t ¬ روا ىر�زور \ F ر¦ » M ے�~ 4 جآ � M لªا
;
� ں.ا/. ٗ 4 ق> 99

ñ
< vy اوÌ §ا "J } اE ® 'ٗ / 

 ۔±° û, �y ىC 2 � 4 ں�رازو 1 ں.ا/. M ںhÉ روا ںo] 4 ̄ ¤ ں.ود
 
� سا 4 IJKد/و d /د باJن� � � ' d R² ر¦ » م³ روا F ./4 ں.ا � Un Uم × v ر' P ٗ1 نا 

9 ہدIBKز 2 با #O�Bا
#
< · 2Uا( ں´ ىرµ Ð 2 |¶ 1 )زواU³ 4 ں- ىرE Uم vy � 9

#
 ۔' ·د ́>

 
  



 |ار M ےرw 4 IJKدvرU 1 ں-/ں�رازو 1 ں.ا/.
 
I�KÃ¹ ¤ نو¸ روا ر8ا 4 ن I�KÃ~ ./ں.ا y I�KÃن M ./1 ں- روا ں�رازو 1 ں.ا Uرvدw 4 
pا: } ºد hاÌا/ 4 تIJKد ت»B

:
 :' ½ر 8  1 ن¼ |ار 1 نا F لاM ÝÞ< h 5ذ ۔

 
 ؟M N 8O P ےرIJK 4 ماGوC DE Fا>9Bزو پآ۔1.1

 

 
 
M35.9 ف I ./د با/ ناJ9زو ن�B<اC 4 DE FوGاو { ماP ^ٗ L M6.1 ف I ./با/ نا 

 ۔c × م; M \ 2 ےرIJK 4 ماGوF سا � ن�Jد
  



 ؟M N 8O P ےرIJK 4 'ماGوF نا/ بRS# 4' UV پآ ۔1.2
 

 
 

43.9 I 1 9J¿  ن�Jد با/ نا/. I 5.5 فM روا { IJKW { ماGوF نا/ بRS# 4 UV �آ ¾ ½ #O�Bا ى>
y سا FوG4 ما IJKےر M × T c۔ s/9زو ہدB<اC DE FوG³ روا ماU 9زوB<اC 4 UVنا/ ب FوGما U اG sزاV - 
8| �  35.9 I ./9زو  ناB<اC DE FوG4 ما IJKےر M 43.9 روا I ./نا UVنا/ ب  FوG4 ما IJKےر M IJKW ^۔ 

  



 1 )نnٗ o p و ںm دازآ ٗدIJKآ مkا )hi / (ھe ٗبd ٗاabc ٗن_^ (\] Zا پآ ۔1.3
t 4 نI;Kا/. رsا IBK r نI;Kا/. ترازو

;
 ؟M N 8O P ےرw 4 IJKدvرU روا uا>

 

 
 
¿ºB 9Jا 1 ن�Jد با/ نا/. r ' d 36.5 Iآ À Mد  ل¼ ِتر] e سND ےر� ºBا ں¿  ترازو Áا #O�Bا ى>

t 4 نI;Kا/. Z [\/hi 4 rا IBK نI;Kا/.
;
  نا � I 17.8 روا ۔' º#' 8Â [ \' فM M ےرw 4 IJKدvرU روا uا>

 ۔M IJKb 2 ¢ × c ےرIJK 4 ںDراد çذ 1
  



 ؟' - �ار )ى>IJK~ IBK �9Bز( { نI;Kا/. رsا |ا>9J }د C 4ا >9Bزو y z پآ - ۔1.4
 

 
 
M ð ےوe a9B< Ú vù P: 2 سºB NDا 56 ےوM 2 ےرIJK سا

ñ
Kò 85.9 I ./ں.ا y z 2 9زوB< اC 

 ۔- × �ار ى>IJK~ IBK �9Bز { ں.ا/. ِرsا |ا>9J }د 4
  



 ؟' - �ار )ى>IJK~ IBK �9Bز( { نI;Kا/ا. رsا Z [\/hi 4 rا y z پآ - ۔1.5
 

 
 
[oروا ں hÉ4 ں ~� M 2 اÓ 1 ح� NDس e [³ ل¼ ِترÃ آr ': $Ä M �ºB 85.9 I ./ں.ا 

y اZ [\/hi 4 DE r اsا/. رI;Kن  } z زIJK~ IBK �9B<۔- × �ار ى 
  



� نI;Kا/. ِرsا |ا>9J }د C 4ا >9Bزو y پآ Gا۔1.6 � ؟ا� ل]s با/ � پآ - �  � �ا� �

 
 

14.1 I ./د با/ ناJٗن� Rں y 9زوB< اC 4 9 }دJ<ا |اsا/. ِرI;Kن � v w cٗ M } 92.1 I � z 
 ۔� × با/

  



 ؟ا� ل]s با/ � پآ - � � �ا� � نI;Kا/. رsا Z [\/hi 4 rا y پآ Gا ۔1.7
 

 
 
� ÇرÆڈ Z [\/hi 4 DEا y ںR ٗن�Jد با/ نا/. I 14.1 ٗح� Óا � { M نا w cٗ �ا� �
91.1 I � z /۔� × با 

  



 ؟' ��BJ M �� 1 � م�ا >9Bز 4 نI;Kا/. رsا |ا>9J }د C 4ا >9Bزو y z پآ -  ۔1.8
 

 
 
¿ºB 9Jا 1 ن�Jد با/ نا/.  2 � ہ} { ف� 1 نI;Kا/. ِرsا |ا>9J }د C 4ا>9Bزو O�B#ٗ 83.4 I yا ى>

��BJ M z �� × 1۔ 
  



 ؟' ��BJ M �� 1 � م�ا >9Bز 4 نI;Kا/. رsا Z [\/hi 4 rا y z پآ - ۔1.9
 

 
 
[oروا ں hÉ4 ں ~� M [ل¼ تر  \ È ' � � 2 NDس e ' ÉÊ 74.2 I ./د با/ ناJن� 

y z 2 اZ hi 4 r اsا/. رI;Kہ} { ف� 1 ن � ��BJ M �� × 1۔ 
  



  � S# 4ز�  � Fر�ا ہدv  ىر8 { ف� 1 نI;Kا/. ِرsا |ا>9J }د C 4ا >9Bزو y پآ -  ۔1.10
z ؟' ىد #"ا�رد 

 

 
 
ٰىËد y ن�Jد با/ ہدIBKز { سا Ó I (81%)IBK-ا  - d اkں y z 2 اx ز�S# 4 � ىد × #"ا�رد 

Æ U 9زو ر�اB< اC 4 9 }دJ<ا |اsا/. رI;Kن y دIBK  c۔ 
  



 � S# 4ز�  � F ر�ا ہدv ىر8  { ف� 1 نI;Kا/. رsا Z [\/hi 4 rا y پآ - ۔1.11
z ؟' ىد #"ا�رد 

 

 
 

84 I ./د با/ ناJن� y دËٰى  - d اkں y z 2 اx ز�S# 4 � ىد × #"ا�رد  Æ U 4 نا ر�ا 
[\ IBK hi 4 r اsا/. رI;Kن y دIBK c۔ 

  



 ؟P ہ�آ { �Z [\/hi 1 DE I�Kا پآ -  ۔1.12
 

 
 
Íں º# DE I�K� U Î ' � /د باJا 1 ن�ºB 9J¿  { �Z [\ IBK hi 1 DE I�Kا ہو Iٗ 35.3 I y j d ى>

'\ ] º#' ہ�آ P۔ 
  



 ؟' ¢ M ےرIJK 4 ¡   � 4 رsا 4 ں.ا/. Z [\/hi Mا � پآ - ۔1.13
 

 
 
� 2 [\ IBK hi 4 ./ا ٗناsا/. رI;Kاو { ¡   � 4 نP × Pٗ ÉÊ 2ےو M ð

ñ
Kò 82.2 I y 

j d سا ہو } Ì ¢ P۔ 
  



 ؟' §ر v مF U ر¦ ل¥ � 4 ں.ا/. 4 ¤ ماGوC U DE Fا>9Bزو M ل£ 4 پآ - ۔1.14
 

 
 
s9 ماGوC U DE Fا>9Bزو Ð d × ×ا M } �óً � )43.3 I( y j d ء�U نا/. 4 ےو2

ñ
 _ روا ' >

 ۔' §ر v مF U ح� � { �وا
  



 hi 4/\] 4 پآ  r/ترازو 1 نI;Kا/. رsا hi M/\] 4 پآ M ل£ 4 پآ - ۔1.15
 ؟' §ر v مF U ر¦ ل¥ � 4 ں.ا/.

 

 
 
 hi 1/\] 4 نا Ñ d × ہو M } �óً � )42.9 I( y j d ء�U نا/. 4 ےو2 ٗح� Óا

r s9/نI;Kا/. ِترازو
ñ
 ۔' §ر v مF U ح� � { �وا _ روا ' >

  



9 ¯ ®(  ؟ ¬د ہر» vy U ز�� F �ª © ¨ پآ � ماGوC DE Fا>9Bزو  ۔1.16
#
 ب±ا U ت°>

v¬( 
 

 
 
� Ó { ىر�زور \ Ò ىدU å ماGوC 4 DE Fا >9Bزو y ن�Jد با/ نا/. t

#
 روا ؤõ روا �³ر #º ( ۔IBKد را>

 ۔|آ F ̈ ے§ روا ے2ود ¦¥IJK توM Ô جh 4 ضا�ا ¡ذ
  



� نI;Kا/.  r/ترازو Z [\/hi 1ا پآ ۔1.17 ¨ © F �ª ²د U «9 ¯ ®( ؟ ¬د ہر
#
 ت°>

U ب±ا v¬( 
 

 
 
E 9ا 1 ں�رازو 1 ں.ا/. ��h روا �IJK] 2 توÔ ¬ روا ىر�زو¸

#
� لªا 4 ت© � Pٗ ت°> � vI;K جآ 

 ۔' ® Eا { J" ا§ Úرد � ں.ا/.
  



� vy مM } ¨ 4 ³E U نا پآ ۔1.18 9
#
 ىر2U · ¶او vy مF U رsا 4 ں.ا/. ؛ ¬د ´>

¸ IBK 2Uترازو ىر/r؟ 
 

 
 
 y � 2 ںkا Pٗ 'ر v × مUn U � 4 ں.ا/. م³ روا R² 1 نا d د/وIJK 4 تÌ£ نا 4 ن�Jد با/

 ۔vy 1 Õ�B# 1 م³E U 4 ں- ىر2U |¶ 1 زوا µ Ðا
 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
Youth Parliament Pakistan (YPP) was founded by PILDAT in 2004 keeping in mind 
the significance of large youthful population of around 140 million comprising 64 % 
of the total population. 17th YPP includes young (18-29 years) representatives from 
272 constituencies of the National Assembly of Pakistan in addition to representatives 
from Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK), Gilgit-Baltistan (GB) and Overseas Pakistanis 
roughly in proportion to the population of each entity.   
 
Similar to the Youth Parliament Pakistan programme, PILDAT has been involved in 
multiple youth initiatives in order to improve political, legislative and democratic 
practices in the country. PILDAT, along with the Body Shop Pakistan are collaborating 
to bring about an increase the number of tickets awarded to young political candidates, 
through their campaign. In this manner, PILDAT aims to increase youth’s 
participation in the political and legislative spheres of Pakistan. 
 
 
 
Contact details: 

 
Email us at: info@youthparliament.pk  
 
 
 
 


